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SocietySociety’’s Challengess Challenges

ScaleScale----increasingly transnational increasingly transnational 
ScopeScope------beyond a single discipline, beyond a single discipline, 
institution, or nationinstitution, or nation
Calls forCalls for

MultiMulti--institutional institutional 
approaches to what used to approaches to what used to 
be done in isolationbe done in isolation
Transdisciplinary TeamsTransdisciplinary Teams
Global PartnersGlobal Partners



““Universities should be willing to take on Universities should be willing to take on 
seemingly intractable problems.  If we seemingly intractable problems.  If we 
dondon’’t, who will?t, who will?””

Robert Klitgaard, Robert Klitgaard, 
The Chronicle of Higher EducationThe Chronicle of Higher Education,,
February 1, 2008, p. A 36.February 1, 2008, p. A 36.

YetYet……
“ …the most creative 
thinking in society is 

emerging from business, 
politicians, & community 
leaders rather than the 

academy.” (World University 
Forum, 2008)



The Promise of Global Research The Promise of Global Research 
PartnershipPartnership

Amass and harness resourcesAmass and harness resources
IntellectualIntellectual
Material Material 

Augment institutional gapsAugment institutional gaps
InnovationInnovation
Speed of discoverySpeed of discovery
Offer complementary strengthsOffer complementary strengths
Intellectually diversify the team Intellectually diversify the team 

AimAim

To describe practices that support or deter To describe practices that support or deter 
multimulti--national, international, inter--institutional research institutional research 
collaboratives,  as perceived by involved collaboratives,  as perceived by involved 
individualsindividuals



MethodsMethods
Design  Design  

Case studyCase study
SemiSemi--structured interviewstructured interview

Purposive SamplePurposive Sample
15 cases, 4 continents, respondents in a 15 cases, 4 continents, respondents in a 
range of roles & positions, but primarily midrange of roles & positions, but primarily mid--
level to senior administrators overseeing level to senior administrators overseeing 
many collaboratives of different types   many collaboratives of different types   
Data gathered between October 2007Data gathered between October 2007--April April 
20082008

TwoTwo--Fold Sampling StrategyFold Sampling Strategy

Collaboratives deemed to be successful Collaboratives deemed to be successful 

Collaboratives deemed as not meeting Collaboratives deemed as not meeting 
respondents definition of successrespondents definition of success

Denrell, J.  (2005).  Selection bias and the perils of 
benchmarking. Harvard Business Review: 83(4), p 
114-121



Findings:  An Array of Distinct Findings:  An Array of Distinct 
Types, Along a ContinuumTypes, Along a Continuum

Marked differences in complexity of Marked differences in complexity of 
interactioninteraction
Interfaces vary from few/tangible to Interfaces vary from few/tangible to 
multiple/subtle multiple/subtle 
Efforts for congruence multiply by Efforts for congruence multiply by 
interface interface 

Increasing interaction costsIncreasing interaction costs
Increasing time to both data collection and Increasing time to both data collection and 
research outputresearch output

ThusThus……

Practices that best support interPractices that best support inter--
institutional research vary dramatically, institutional research vary dramatically, 
depending on the nature of collaborativedepending on the nature of collaborative



Conceptual Framework for Conceptual Framework for 
Interinstitutional CollaborativesInterinstitutional Collaboratives

Complexity of Interface
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Parallel Facility Sharing

Shared Data

Bridging 
Peers

Differing Academic Cultures

Differing Cultures
Sensitive Topic

Differing Scientific Languages

Institution Bears Risk
Individual Bears Risk

Findings: Categories of InterFindings: Categories of Inter--
institutional Researchinstitutional Research

Parallel SharingParallel Sharing
Data sharingData sharing
Collaboratives with a single scientific language Collaboratives with a single scientific language 
and cultureand culture
Collaboratives with diverse scientific languages Collaboratives with diverse scientific languages 
and cultures, not involving human subjects or and cultures, not involving human subjects or 
sensitive topicssensitive topics
Collaborative involving human subjects and/or Collaborative involving human subjects and/or 
culturally or politically sensitive topicsculturally or politically sensitive topics



Findings: Categories of InterFindings: Categories of Inter--
institutional Researchinstitutional Research

Parallel sharingParallel sharing
Data sharingData sharing
Collaboratives with a single scientific language and Collaboratives with a single scientific language and 
cultureculture
Collaboratives with diverse scientific languages and Collaboratives with diverse scientific languages and 
cultures, not involving human subjects or sensitive topicscultures, not involving human subjects or sensitive topics
Collaborative involving human subjects and/or culturally Collaborative involving human subjects and/or culturally 
or politically sensitive topicsor politically sensitive topics

Parallel SharingParallel Sharing

Shared use of space, equipment, labs Shared use of space, equipment, labs 
May not demand interpersonal collaboration May not demand interpersonal collaboration 
or even contactor even contact

“…“…people arenpeople aren’’t working with each other, they are t working with each other, they are 
working with the equipmentworking with the equipment””

““CollaborationCollaboration”” is essential to access the is essential to access the 
gamegame
Typically among Typically among institutional peersinstitutional peers, shared , shared 
scientific language (scientific world is the scientific language (scientific world is the 
same, even if geographic world is not)same, even if geographic world is not)



Supports for Parallel SharingSupports for Parallel Sharing

Institutional agreement on clear rules and Institutional agreement on clear rules and 
protocols provides appropriate base for protocols provides appropriate base for 
coexistencecoexistence
Administrative championAdministrative champion
Additional funds spur additional Additional funds spur additional 
activity/productivityactivity/productivity
Enables rapid path to faculty productivityEnables rapid path to faculty productivity

“…“…the table is set.the table is set.””

Parallel PlayParallel Play

Term is from developmental psychology Term is from developmental psychology 
(Mildred Parten, 1932)(Mildred Parten, 1932)

Preschool children play beside each other, Preschool children play beside each other, 
not with each othernot with each other
Foundation for laterFoundation for later

more cooperative playmore cooperative play



Findings: Categories of InterFindings: Categories of Inter--
institutional Researchinstitutional Research

Parallel SharingParallel Sharing

Data sharingData sharing
Collaboratives with a single scientific language and Collaboratives with a single scientific language and 
cultureculture
Collaboratives with diverse scientific languages and Collaboratives with diverse scientific languages and 
cultures, not involving human subjects or sensitive topicscultures, not involving human subjects or sensitive topics
Collaborative involving human subjects and/or culturally Collaborative involving human subjects and/or culturally 
or politically sensitive topicsor politically sensitive topics

Data Sharing CollaborativesData Sharing Collaboratives

VoluntaryVoluntary
Typically successful Typically successful 

Mandated Mandated de factode facto
Typically successfulTypically successful

Mandated Mandated post hocpost hoc
Typically troubledTypically troubled



Voluntary Data SharingVoluntary Data Sharing

Sharing of files, data, electronic images in a Sharing of files, data, electronic images in a 
relatively open domainrelatively open domain
Sharing of techniques and technology (after Sharing of techniques and technology (after 
patent is obtained)patent is obtained)
Impetus is collateral gain, largess, or abundance Impetus is collateral gain, largess, or abundance 
of dataof data
Productive, seen as enhancing intellectual Productive, seen as enhancing intellectual 
capital, impact, future opportunity, or societal capital, impact, future opportunity, or societal 
valuing of area of researchvaluing of area of research
In function is more like a In function is more like a ““parallel playparallel play”” modelmodel
Champion not notable (Researcher is own Champion not notable (Researcher is own 
champion)champion)

Mandated Data SharingMandated Data Sharing

Monitoring networksMonitoring networks
EffectiveEffective——coexistence is an coexistence is an a prioria priori assumptionassumption
Guided by gate keeping protocolsGuided by gate keeping protocols
Uniform scientific language and expectationsUniform scientific language and expectations

Mandated Mandated post hocpost hoc by US fundersby US funders
Collaboration forcedCollaboration forced
Not productive Not productive 

““Scientists want to protect their ideas and their Scientists want to protect their ideas and their 
datadata……it is our capitalit is our capital””
Minimum of what must be shared will be sharedMinimum of what must be shared will be shared



Findings: Categories of InterFindings: Categories of Inter--
institutional Researchinstitutional Research

Parallel SharingParallel Sharing
Data sharingData sharing

Collaboratives with a single Collaboratives with a single 
scientific language and culturescientific language and culture
Collaboratives with diverse scientific languages and Collaboratives with diverse scientific languages and 
cultures, not involving human subjects or sensitive topicscultures, not involving human subjects or sensitive topics
Collaborative involving human subjects and/or culturally Collaborative involving human subjects and/or culturally 
or politically sensitive topicsor politically sensitive topics

Collaboratives with a single Collaboratives with a single 
scientific language and culturescientific language and culture

Functionality at each node of partnershipFunctionality at each node of partnership
Yet, predisposing and enabling (or disabling) Yet, predisposing and enabling (or disabling) 
factors notedfactors noted



Predisposing FactorsPredisposing Factors

Nature of the work is inherently Nature of the work is inherently 
transnationaltransnational
Early educational socialization into Early educational socialization into 
meaningful research in at least two meaningful research in at least two 
countries/institutions (not travel abroad)countries/institutions (not travel abroad)

Intergenerational mentoringIntergenerational mentoring
Represents a small, connected Represents a small, connected 
transnational fieldtransnational field

Enabling FactorsEnabling Factors

Functionality already exists at all ends of the Functionality already exists at all ends of the 
connectionconnection

Similar work in two countriesSimilar work in two countries——bridging enables cross bridging enables cross 
country comparisonscountry comparisons

Shared scientific language; peer institutionsShared scientific language; peer institutions
Modest fundingModest funding
Champion of some sort may enable that fundingChampion of some sort may enable that funding



Disabling FactorsDisabling Factors

ResearcherResearcher’’s work evolves questions that s work evolves questions that 
requires node of connection where none requires node of connection where none 
exists exists 

New institution or nationNew institution or nation
New scientific language New scientific language 

Particular challenge to junior faculty due Particular challenge to junior faculty due 
to the time involved and to the time involved and ““false startsfalse starts””

Findings: Categories of InterFindings: Categories of Inter--
institutional Researchinstitutional Research

Parallel SharingParallel Sharing
Data sharingData sharing
Collaboratives with a single scientific language and Collaboratives with a single scientific language and 
cultureculture

Collaboratives with diverse Collaboratives with diverse 
scientific languages & cultures, scientific languages & cultures, 
not involving human subjects or not involving human subjects or 
sensitive topicssensitive topics
Collaborative involving human subjects and/or culturally Collaborative involving human subjects and/or culturally 
or politically sensitive topicsor politically sensitive topics



Collaboratives with Diverse Collaboratives with Diverse 
Scientific Languages and Cultures, Scientific Languages and Cultures, 
not involving human subjects or not involving human subjects or 

sensitive topicssensitive topics
More barriers and challenges notedMore barriers and challenges noted

Time, leading to concerns about decreased Time, leading to concerns about decreased 
productivityproductivity
Disagreements and frustration regarding Disagreements and frustration regarding 
appropriate ways to proceed when issues appropriate ways to proceed when issues 
arisearise

Heightened when institutions were not peers or Heightened when institutions were not peers or 
seldom meet face to faceseldom meet face to face

Divergent Scientific Languages & Divergent Scientific Languages & 
CulturesCultures

The Challenge of Interdisciplinary WorkThe Challenge of Interdisciplinary Work
““Sometimes there are different scientific Sometimes there are different scientific 
languageslanguages…….may make it difficult for some of .may make it difficult for some of 
the partners to have the work valued in their the partners to have the work valued in their 
own institutions.own institutions.””



Academic CulturesAcademic Cultures

The Challenges of Collaboratives Among The Challenges of Collaboratives Among 
NonNon--Peer Institutions Peer Institutions 

““It is important that the research culture of It is important that the research culture of 
your partners is similar, otherwise you may be your partners is similar, otherwise you may be 
judged doing weak work at home, yet it is judged doing weak work at home, yet it is 
fine for your collaborators.fine for your collaborators.””

Time is a Key Factor:  Illustrative Time is a Key Factor:  Illustrative 
Comments from Senior Faculty & Comments from Senior Faculty & 

Administrative ProponentsAdministrative Proponents

““There are significant costs.  Time, travelThere are significant costs.  Time, travel---- grants grants 
take longer to develop.take longer to develop.””

““Inexperienced faculty often underestimate costs, Inexperienced faculty often underestimate costs, 
what this sort of interaction really takes.what this sort of interaction really takes.””

““These efforts take time, and a young faculty These efforts take time, and a young faculty 
membermember’’s productivity might be lower, so for s productivity might be lower, so for 
assistant professors it is too scary. assistant professors it is too scary. 



These Realities Shape Faculty These Realities Shape Faculty 
BehaviorBehavior

““My institution is looking for number of My institution is looking for number of 
publications and dollars.  If this slows me publications and dollars.  If this slows me 
down, I am not interested.down, I am not interested.””

Incentive System is Broader than Incentive System is Broader than 
Institution, Bigger than ChampionInstitution, Bigger than Champion

Institutional incentive/disincentive structure will Institutional incentive/disincentive structure will 
trump the presence of a champion or fundingtrump the presence of a champion or funding

Politics and broader reward system of a Politics and broader reward system of a 
particular scientific culture will trump the particular scientific culture will trump the 
institutional incentive/disincentive structureinstitutional incentive/disincentive structure



Findings: Categories of InterFindings: Categories of Inter--
institutional Researchinstitutional Research

Parallel SharingParallel Sharing
Data sharingData sharing
Collaboratives with a single scientific language Collaboratives with a single scientific language 
and cultureand culture
Collaboratives with diverse scientific languages Collaboratives with diverse scientific languages 
and cultures, not involving human subjects or and cultures, not involving human subjects or 
sensitive topicssensitive topics

Collaboratives involving human Collaboratives involving human 
subjects and culturally or subjects and culturally or 
politically sensitive topicspolitically sensitive topics

Collaboratives with Human Subjects Collaboratives with Human Subjects 
or Sensitive Topicsor Sensitive Topics

Marked increase in time for IRB approval on US Marked increase in time for IRB approval on US 
sideside
Extended time period for approval in partnering Extended time period for approval in partnering 
institutioninstitution
Translation and back translation challenges Translation and back translation challenges 
(time, cost, availability of translator)(time, cost, availability of translator)
Reliability and validity of instruments tested in Reliability and validity of instruments tested in 
only one languageonly one language
Compliance may mean different things in Compliance may mean different things in 
different nationsdifferent nations

Research integrity potentially viewed differentlyResearch integrity potentially viewed differently
Complexity of the construct mattersComplexity of the construct matters



Collaboratives Are Very DifferentCollaboratives Are Very Different

RiskRisk——InstitutionInstitution
InstabilityInstability——LowLow
Funds as CatalystFunds as Catalyst——
EffectiveEffective
Administrative ChampionAdministrative Champion--
--EssentialEssential

RiskRisk----IndividualIndividual
InstabilityInstability----HighHigh
Funds as CatalystFunds as Catalyst——Not Not 
Particularly Effective Particularly Effective 
Administrative Administrative 
ChampionChampion——Not EffectiveNot Effective

Area of 
Deceptive Similarities

Area of
Deceptive Differences

Increasing human factors
Increasing complexity of meanings
Increasing psychological distance

Champion Champion 
Effective or even essential in Q IIIEffective or even essential in Q III
Not essential or potentially even helpful in Q IINot essential or potentially even helpful in Q II

Stability Stability 
Decreases along Q III to Q IIDecreases along Q III to Q II

Individual risk Individual risk 
Increases along Q III to Q IIIncreases along Q III to Q II

Institutional risk Institutional risk 
Decreases along that same axisDecreases along that same axis

TimeTime
Most important in Q IIMost important in Q II

MoneyMoney
More important in Q IIIMore important in Q III



Yet Success Defined SimilarlyYet Success Defined Similarly

Research DollarsResearch Dollars
PublicationsPublications
Foundation for more researchFoundation for more research
Patents (in some disciplines)Patents (in some disciplines)
In some cases, opportunities for graduate In some cases, opportunities for graduate 
students, teaching collaborativesstudents, teaching collaboratives

The Issue of GenderThe Issue of Gender

Some respondents identified gender issues Some respondents identified gender issues 
and barriers to women undertaking and barriers to women undertaking 
multinational researchmultinational research
May be explained by modelMay be explained by model



ConclusionConclusion

Research collaboratives vary dramatically Research collaboratives vary dramatically 
in the dimensions of interaction that need in the dimensions of interaction that need 
to be negotiated and accommodated  to be negotiated and accommodated  
Thus, interaction costs are differentThus, interaction costs are different
Effective strategies also varyEffective strategies also vary

Languages Impacting CollaborationLanguages Impacting Collaboration

Scientific LanguageScientific Language
Institutional LanguageInstitutional Language
Spoken LanguageSpoken Language
Implicit Social Language of Larger CultureImplicit Social Language of Larger Culture
Language of ProfitLanguage of Profit



RecommendationsRecommendations

Plans should carefully consider the types Plans should carefully consider the types 
of collaborative, the partners, and of collaborative, the partners, and 
structures and processes necessary for structures and processes necessary for 
successsuccess
Senior faculty and mentors should be Senior faculty and mentors should be 
thoughtful in advising junior faculty and thoughtful in advising junior faculty and 
graduate students, appreciating risks of graduate students, appreciating risks of 
time and instability in some collaborativestime and instability in some collaboratives

Recommendations Cont.Recommendations Cont.

Proposal development should consider real Proposal development should consider real 
costs, inclusive of time and what that time costs costs, inclusive of time and what that time costs 
Outcome expectations should reflect what is Outcome expectations should reflect what is 
possible, by typepossible, by type

Implications for RPTImplications for RPT

Funders must become cognizant of these as wellFunders must become cognizant of these as well
Special issues with human subjectsSpecial issues with human subjects

One full FTE of staff for IRB coordination between two US One full FTE of staff for IRB coordination between two US 
AHC  (Moraham et al, 2006)AHC  (Moraham et al, 2006)



Recommendations From Recommendations From 
RespondentsRespondents

Socialize graduate students in interSocialize graduate students in inter--institutional institutional 
researchresearch…“…“Our students are in a four dimensional world.  Our students are in a four dimensional world.  
Are we in two?Are we in two?””

Creation of incubator interaction spacesCreation of incubator interaction spaces
Use of social networking space for community buildingUse of social networking space for community building
Coaching, content in graduate seminars on virtual teams, Coaching, content in graduate seminars on virtual teams, 
reading e and virtual body language; formal training in reading e and virtual body language; formal training in 
““interaction repairinteraction repair””
Graduate student exchangesGraduate student exchanges

Mediator, culture broker, not necessarily just a native  Mediator, culture broker, not necessarily just a native  
speakerspeaker
A formal leader A formal leader ““on the groundon the ground”” in all in all ““seriousserious””
collaborativescollaboratives

Global PartnershipsGlobal Partnerships

Questions????Questions????

Comments????Comments????

Critique???Critique???


